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Lina Gets A Mango
Written by Dr. Professor Phil Zuckerman

Negative thought diminishes children›s confidence and lead to 
bouts of pessimism. Negative thinking is the source of stress and it 
can make human over control, this can be led to mental processes 
that prevent humans from achieving happiness. Rational thinking 
is when humans challenge negative thoughts. It is because we 
instinctively harbor a range of irrational biases. Professor Phil 
Zuckerman shows children throughout his story how to overcome 
negative thoughts by engaging their rational thought and 
challenging themselves if their observations provide the correct 
information, as negative thinking can dent childrens confidence 
and lead to bouts of pessimism and inactivity if they are left 
unchecked. Children need to be educated about negative thinking, 
positive thinking, and rational thinking.
Lina Get a Mango is a mystery that starts out mysteriously. We learn 
a collection of details of Linas life- her walk to school, the animals in 
her life, and the people that she interacts with on a regular basis. The 
story brings the reader on a journey through a small village, looking 
intimately at relationships. Towards the end of the book, Phil ties 
the characters and mystery together in a creative and educational 
way. The story teaches children that you cannot make assumptions 
about people based on their behaviors, that there are subtexts 
that have yet to unravel and surface. The enchanting illustrations 
bring the book to life and stretch the boundaries of images children 
typically see, with a cat who has wheels to assist its mobility and a 
man who stretches societal gender norms by wearing earrings.
-Dr. Lauren P. Wadsworth

Author:
Dr. Phil Zuckerman (born June 1969 ,26), is a professor of sociology 
and secular studies at Pitzer College in Claremont, California. 
He specializes in the sociology of secularity. He has been a guest 
professor, at the University of Aarhus, Denmark for several years 
in the case of educating «Secularization in Scandinavia». He is the 
author of several books, including Society Without God (2008) for 
which he won Foreword Magazine›s silver book of the year award, 
and Faith No More (2011). Lina Gets A Mango shows his talents 
and skills to communicate to a wide range of society through which 
not only students and experts, but also children know him.

For librarians in Multilingual Libraries 
As society moves toward multiculturalism, the conflict between 
cultures is expected to increase relatively. This is where the 
international community strives to promote tolerance culture.
Therefore, our books are available in many languages that can be 
customized according to what you need. Here, you see the book 
“Lina gets a mango; written by Dr. Professor Phil Zuckerman” can 
be customized in hosted language e.g. Norwegian.
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We also offer:
A. English as a single language.
B. The host as a single language.
C. Customized language, such as Minorities/Majorities and English 
is a fixed part due to Nielsen rules. 
For example:
Farsi/Norwegian & English
Arabic/Norwegian & English

Key Selling Point
• A professional resource to help parents/teachers/therapists 
begin to introduce, explore and addressing how to change negative 
thought into Positive.
• A fresh look at «Tolerance Culture», «respect to differences and 
disabilities» with miracle illustrations.
•  A unique designed to allow children to find themselves in a lovely 
journey by Lina, discover a puzzle.
• Experts and scientists share their knowledge with children and 
families in simple ways and through stories, so they can learn to 
grapple with complex topics, like tolerance culture. 
• Share commitment to promoting respect, acceptance and 
appreciation for the richness of cultural diversity and the infinite 
number of ways of being human.
Purchase link:
For English:
https://www.waterstones.com/book/lina-gets-a-mango/zohreh-
mehravipour//9788293764076 

     Forthcoming children’s book

Exploring YOU!
An Introduction to Human Diversity

By Dr. Lauren Page Wadsworth and Dr. Marcus Rodriguez

Synopsis
Identity related topics such as Race, Gender, Sexual Orientation, 
and Religion are constantly being discussed in todays society. 
Increasingly scholars are encouraged to grapple with and discuss 
topics like privilege and marginalization across differences. 
However, there are too few resources to help parents/teachers/ 
therapists begin to introduce and explore these topics with children.
Dr. Lauren Wadsworth & Dr. Marcus Rodriguez hope to address 
this gap through the book What Makes You, You?
As clinical psychologists with specialized training and expertise in 
issues of diversity, developmental psychology and mental health, Dr. 
Lauren Wadsworth & Dr. Marcus Rodriguez are uniquely qualified 
to write on the topic of identities, and their complex relationships 
with them. This book is designed to be an introduction for children 
about the many identities we each hold, along with a brief nod to 
the existence of privilege and marginalization in society. The book 
is designed to allow children to find themselves in each page and 
hope it will be a validating and empowering book for children (and 
the adults reading the book) who hold marginalized identities. 
https://www.globalmentalhealthlab.com/picture-books 
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